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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the convex subsets of a real vector space form a 
complete atomic lattice under set-inclusion. The points of the space are 
the atoms of the lattice. To remove the atomic condition from such a 
lattice would be to study a generalized type of convex geometry, i.e., a 
geometry without points. The model for such an endeavor is, of course, 
von Neumann’s classic work in continuous geometry [3] in which he so 
generalized projective geometry and obtained his coordinatization 
theorems. The material presented here is a first step in the study of gener- 
alized convexity-we define a type of lattice which upon adding the 
condition of join dense atoms becomes a lattice of convex subsets of a 
real vector space. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
A lattice L is a partially ordered set such that each pair of elements 
x, y E L has a supremum, or,join, x v y, and an infimum, or meet, x A y. 
L is said to be complete if each subset of L has a supremum and an infimum. 
The greatest element of a lattice, if such exists, is denoted by 1, the least 
element by 0. By an upper-continuous lattice we mean one which has the 
following property: If A is a directed set; and {x,),,~ C L is such that 
a: < /3 * x, < x0 , then 
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The elements x, y E L are said to form a modular pair ~(x, y)) iff 
z~y~zv(x~y)=(zvx)~y.ByanatomofLwemeananelement 
x such that 0 # y < x 3 y = x. L has join-dense atoms if every element 
of L is the join of the atoms under it. A meet-sublattice of L is a set L, C L 
such that x, y E L, implies x A y E L, . L, is said to be meet subcomplete 
iff the meet in L of every subset of L, again falls in L, . For x E L we denote 
by L(0, x) the set of elements less than or equal to x. L(0, x) is again a 
lattice; its order is inherited from L. Two lattices are isomorphic iff there 
is a one-to-one, onto, order-preserving mapping between them. 
Some special notations are introduced here. 
LA = {y j y E L and nj(x, y) Vx E L}. LA is always a meet-sublattice of L. 
For x E L we define X = A {y I y 3 x and y E LA}. If L, is meet sub- 
complete, then X E L, . In this case LA is itself a lattice taking its meet 
from L. Its join operation is given by 
-- 
xv,,y=xvy. 
If x, y E LA then we say x Ij y iff x A y = 0 and Vz, t E L.* such that 
O#z<xandO#t<y, 
xv,,y=xv,,t=zv,,y. 
For x, YE L we say x I/y iff Xlly. Let x,y, ZEL* such that XII y II z 
and y < x v z. We say (x v y) - (y v z) iff Vp, q E LA whenever 
(P v  q)ll(x v  Y> with (P v  XNY v 41, then (P v  y)ll(q v 4. 
3. GENERALIZED CONVEXITY LATTICES 
A generalized convexity lattice is a complete, upper-continuous lattice 
satisfying the following axioms: 
(1) [c, d < a v b, c, d # 0, c A d = 0 such that VO # a, < a, 
0 # b, < b, (a, v b,) A c # 0 and (a, v b,) A d f 0] * [c < a v d iff 
c $ b v d]. 
(2) [a A b = x A b = x A a = 0] => [30 f y < x such that 
(yva)hb=O or (y v b) A a = 01. 
(3) Let a = vi ai, b = vj bj such that 0 # d < a * 3i such that 
d A ai # 0 and 0 # e < b * 3j such that e A bj # 0. Suppose i f i’ 3 
ai A ai, = 0 and j # ,j’ 3 b, A bj, = 0. Then Vc < a v b3{c,) such that 
v k ck = c, c7< A ck’ =Oifk#k’andVk3i,jsuchthatc,<aivbj. 
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(4) a A b = 0 =S 3a, , b, , cl f 0 such that a, < a, b, -=c b, 
cl A b, = 0, bl < a, v cl and c1 4 a, v b, . 
(5) [a < c v b, 0 # ai < a, 0 # bi < b 5 3di # 0 such that 
bi < ai v di] * [a < c v (Vi di)]. 
(6) [a < (b v d> A (b v c), a A b = 0 such that VO + ai , b, , ai < a, 
bi < b, 30 f ci < C, 0 # di < d such that ai < (bi v CJ A (bi v d*)] * 
[3b, , c1 , dl # 0, b, < b, c1 < c, dl < d and b, v cl < b, v dl or 
bl v dl d bl v c,]. 
(7) LA is meet subcomplete. 
(8) 3x, y E LA such that x A y = 0, x1 < x * x1 II y and y1 < y 3 
XllYl. 
(9) [x,y~L~,x~y=O and Ofz<x~~~,~y=x~~~yl~ 
[3!t E LA such that t 3 x and t II y]. 
(10) b, Y E LA t x II Yl * [L,(O, x) Es L(O, UN. 
(11) Let x,y,zELA such that x I/ y II z and y -=c x v z. Then 
30 # ~0 < X, 0 f ~1 < Y, y2 ,..., yn such that (Vi v Y~+I) - (Yi+l V Y~+z) 
for i = O,..., n - 2, and z, < y,-, v yn for some 0 # zl < z. 
(12) Suppose ix, Y, x, , Y~LA is a set of mutually parallel or equal 
elements of LA , such that for any 3 distinct elements one is under the 
join of the other two, and such that a < x v y with a parallel or equal 
to the elements in the set implies 301 E A such that a < x, v yu, a f x, , y, . 
Then !lB(finite) C A such that a as above 3 3a E B such that 
a d x, v ya , a f x, , YE . 
THEOREM. A generalized convexity lattice with join-dense atoms is a 
lattice of convex subsets of a real vector space and conversely. 
Proof. Let L be a generalized convexity lattice with join-dense atoms. 
We adopt the convention that all lower case Latin letters with or without 
subscripts with the exception of a, b, c, d will represent atoms of L, while 
a, b, c, d will represent arbitrary elements of L. Upper continuity 
immediately yields that x < a G- 3a, *.* a, < a such that x < a, v ... v a, . 
By Axiom 3, x < a v b + 3a, < a, b, < b such that x < a, v b, . 
Using these facts one shows in a straightforward fashion that, if Y is a 
set of atoms satisfying the condition that yI , y2 E Y, x < y, v y2 * x E Y, 
then z < V Y =S z E Y. By this remark the sets of atoms under a lattice 
element are characterized by what corresponds to our intuitive notion of 
convexity, with an atom corresponding to a point -the join of two atoms to 
the line segment between them. To derive the notion of a line we show 
that for b, # b,(r ) r < b, v b, , b, < b, v r or b, < b, v r} is the set 
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of atoms under a lattice element. This is done by cases, and Axioms 1,2, 5, 
and 6 are used in the proof. We would like that lattice element to corre- 
spond to the line containing b, and b,. Suppose ~(a, b) holds for all a E L. 
Let b, # b, < b, b, < bl v r. If r A b = 0, since m(r, b) holds we have 
bl v (r A b) = (b, v r) A b. The left side is b, , however, b2 is less than 
the right side. Thus r A b # 0 and r < b. Since r < b, v b, 5 r < b 
we conclude that if +,~(a, b) holds Qa E L and if b, , b, < b then 
V (r ( r < b, v b, , b, < b, v r or b, < b, v r} < b. Conversely, if b 
satisfies the condition that b, f b, < b, b, < b, v r * r < b then 
m(a, b) holds Va EL. For if a EL, c < b, c v (a A b) < (c v a) A b. 
If t < (c v a) A b then 3c, < c, a, < a such that t < c1 v a, . Since 
t, c1 < b then a, < b. Thus t < c1 v aI , c, < x, a, < a A b. So 
t < c v (a A b) and (c v a) A b = c v (a A b). Again by taking cases 
we can show that b, # b, * Qa E L, 
m(a, V (r 1 r < b, v b, , b, < b, v r or b, < b, v r}) 
holds. Putting these facts together produces the result that the sets of 
atoms under elements b such that +>?(a, b) Qa E L correspond to our 
intuitive of affine sets. Thus 
b, vLA b, = V{r I r < b, v b, , b, < b, v r or b, < b, v r}, 
since the element is in LA and since each element of LA which is greater 
than or equal to b, and 6, is greater than or equal to it. If we agree to call 
such a join of two atoms a line we have for two distinct atoms a line con- 
taining them and can show that this line is unique. 
Axioms 9 and 10 are used in showing that x Q b, vLA b, => 3 ! line a 
suchthatx,<aandaI/b,vLAb2.Forz#0,zEL,andz<x*z=x. 
Thus z vLA (b, vLA b,) = x vLA (b, vLA b,) and x A (b, vLA b2) = 0. So 
3! a 2 x such that a E LA and a jl b, vLA b, by Axiom 9. By Axiom 10, 
LAO, b, VL~ b,) s LAO, a). Say 
b, +Y<a, 
b, -+ w < a. 
Then b, vLA b, + y vLA w. But b, vLd b, --, a. So a = y vLA w. Thus a 
is a line, and the usual parallel axiom holds in our lattice. 
If x A (y vLA z) = 0 we call x v y v z a triangle and x vLA y v LA z a 
plane. Using the parallel axiom we can show the usual line-plane 
properties: 
A line in the plane of a triangle, which meets a side of the triangle in a 
point not a vertex, intersects one of the other two sides. 
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Ifw <XVLAYVLA z, a plane, then w is on a line which meets two sides 
of a triangle x v y v 2. 
Any three non-collinear points in a plane determine that plane. 
These results are straightforward but lengthy-their proofs are in [2]. 
Axiom 8 gives us a, bELA with a A b = 0, a+b and for a, < a, 
b, <b, a,#.b and a+.b,. a and b are not atoms-otherwise a 11 b. 
Similarly neither a nor b is an atom-if one were it would be parallel 
to an atom of the other one. So 3a, f a2 < a, b, f b, < b. If 
al < bl vLA b, vLA a2 then al vLA a2 and b, vLA b, are coplanar- thus 
they are parallel or they meet. Since a A b = 0, (a, vLA az) jj (b, vLA b,). 
Since a #. b, 3b, < b such that b,g b, vLA b, . Now a, $ b, vLA 6, vLA b, . 
Thus not all points lie on the same plane. 
The usual proofs of Desargue’s theorem-planar and non-planar 
case-work here. 
So we are able to establish for our affine planes all the properties used 
in Artin [l] to coordinatize them by an ordered division ring. We have not 
made use yet of Axioms 11 and 12. However, if (x v y) - (y v z), then 
rewriting the lattice definition of this relation in terms of a translation T 
yields that if T(X) = y then T’(X) = T(V) = z. So Axiom 11 becomes the 
Archimedean Axiom. 
Similarly, analyzing Axiom 12 we find that, if a segment x v y is covered 
by open segments, then a finite subcover can be selected. Thus local 
compactness obtains. Our coordinatizing division ring becomes a locally 
compact subfield of the reals-Axiom 4 gives an infinite number of points 
per line, so our affine planes are coordinatized by the reals themselves. 
The converse of the theorem is proved by checking that each axiom 
holds in the lattice of convex subsets of a real vector space. 
COROLLARY. A lattice with join-dense atoms satisfying Axioms l-10 
is a lattice of convex subsets of a vector space over an ordered division ring. 
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